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OVERVIEW
For many large companies and managed service providers, interest in self-service of passwords is very
noticeable. In some regions, more than 60% of large organizations have implemented a self-service
solution.
Self-service of passwords provides three overall benefits:
 Complete password governance and compliance
 Higher end-user service and productivity
 Security
The productivity gains can completely off-set the cost of implementing and operating the solution.
Market research from Service Desk Institute (SDI) shows, however, that usually the results are
unsatisfactory (see below). FastPassCorp has, however, many customer cases with very high adoption
rates, so password self-service success is definitely achievable—when you have the right plan!
Before considering implementation, the key question is why implement self-service of passwords.
The key value drivers for end-user services are:
 Service 24 hours, 7 days a week
 Easy password service for BYOD users (password change and expiration)
 Password reset for remote PC’s password cache
 Increased productivity
The key value drivers for the service desk are:
 Fewer calls  lower costs
 Easier planning if Monday morning peaks stop
Self-service of passwords is, however, not only about productivity. For many organizations, IT security
and compliance is even more important. In the European Union, the new General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) act from May 2018 will set new standards for IT security to prevent data breaches.
Data breaches of sensitive personal data might cost as much as 4% of annual revenue! IDC has in a
whitepaper from February 2017 documented how important the authentication processes are for GDPR
and hence for IT security.
The key value drivers for compliance and IT-security are:
 The avoidance of penalties and fines from authorities
 The avoidance of the embarrassments of public data breaches
 The avoidance of business losses from data breaches
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The business case
End-user service
The profile of end-users has changed rather dramatically. Modern users bring their own smart devices
(like smartphones and iPads) and expect to do their work and use the applications on these devices from
anywhere and at anytime they want.
They are blocked if the password for the corporate systems is locked or forgotten. But modern users
expect to get an immediate password self-service, as on all consumer web services. Actually, modern
users prefer the self-service to a call-up service!
Frederikshavn City Council found that 41% of all self-service transactions happened outside normal
working hours:
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Additionally, modern users have basic password problems with their corporate systems. They are not
notified of expiration of their password (it only happens for on-domain PC users) and it is not obvious
where to make the password change: Where is the ctrl-alt-del on my laptop?
The simple solution with FastPass is to email password expiration notification to these users, and then
offer a link to the FastPass portal, where AD passwords can be changed easily.
Most modern users can access their corporate email system from their smart device. Their corporate AD
password must be on their smartphone. When a password is changed centrally, changing it
simultaneously on the smartphone is often forgotten. The result is that the smartphone polls a number
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of times for the email with an outdated password and AD locks the password centrally. The user then
has to call the service desk for an unlock.

The FastPass value is confirmed by a customer with many modern users. An average service desk
handles approximately 50% password unlocks and 50% password resets. This customer has a very high
share of unlocks, and nearly 10% password change, proving that locked passwords have become more
frequent, and that users want to do resets from portals instead of using the PC’s ctrl-alt-del.

Users with portable PCs have a special technical problem when passwords are forgotten on a remote
location like home, a customer’s site, in hotels, and so on. Even the best service desk can’t reset the
password on the PC’s cache. This means that although the service desk can reset the password in Active
Directory, the user can’t use his or her mobile PC anyway, as the old password remains in the PC. If this
happens, the PC remains unusable until the user returns to the office (on domain)—even an overseas
trip can be wasted! FastPass has a solution for the remote PC password-cache reset!
Conclusion: Even though password problems are rare, the cost of not having access to corporate
systems and a PC can be critical and costly for any modern organization.

Service desk productivity
According to a Service Desk Institute market research report from the fall of 2016, service desks handle
a lot of password-related calls:
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On average, nearly 25% of calls are password related. If users can use self-service, then the majority of
these calls will be unnecessary and the cost of the service desk can be reduced.
The SDI survey found, however, that even self-service projects were not necessarily successful.

Adoption rates
7%

2% 5%

54%

32%

Less than 25%

Less than 40%

Less than 60%

Less than 75%

More than 75%

In fact, 86% of companies with password self-service had less than 40% adoption or success rate. This
means that in 86% of cases, users call in to the service desks with more than 60% of their password
problems. This is the result of poor implementation, either technical or organizational.
A number of factors are critical in resolving this issue:
1. Proper change management and user education becomes critical.
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2. Senior management buy-in and sponsorship is of utmost importance. The CIO might even take
the stance that no more password resets at the help desk are accepted! With this type of
support, the uptake and utilization of the solution increases tremendously.
3. The structure and permission given to the help desk may be inadequate.

4. Analysis and design of the solution is important. No one solution will fit all organizations and
proper analysis of the real business requirements is crucial. This will make the solution relevant
to all stakeholders within an organization.
FastPass customers have often proved that adoption rates beyond 70%—even 80–90%—are achievable
with the right solution and the FastPass Best Practices.
It is well known on service desks that password calls arrive Monday mornings. Our customer statistics
confirm this. In the absence of weekend service, around one-third of all calls arrive Monday, and about
75% of these calls are before noon. This peak adds a layer of planning complexity to the job of the
service desk manager, which disappears when a successful self-service solution is introduced.
Conclusion: A self-service solution with high adoption rate will reduce workload and complexity on the
service desk, freeing resources for use elsewhere.

Compliance and IT-security
The consequences of a data breach have always been serious, even very damaging. With the new
European General Data Protection Regulation act, a data breach will now be fined heavily (unless you
live up to best practices). There is also the risk of losing customers and the trust of your employees.
IDC has reviewed in detail the GDPR and has identified numerous places in the law where data breach
and authentication is specified. As a password is by far the most used authentication method today,
companies should review all their processes, including passwords.
For many years, it has been good practice to have relatively advanced password policies (complexity and
length, short expiration, history to prevent repeat passwords, and so on), which prevent the theft of
passwords. Passwords have been protected technically by encryption in transport and storage, so much
has already been done.
At the same time, there has also been a very strong focus on cost reduction in all IT processes, including
the service desk. In the majority of companies, password calls must be handled quickly and efficiently.
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The result is now that many companies don’t even have the simplest personal authentication in place. In
spite of the presence of a lot of technical protection, getting a password to another user’s account has
become easy.
SDI asked their members how many had a formal process for authentication of users who call in for a
password reset:

An astonishing 35% had no process whatsoever! Of the remaining 65%, the authentication process could
be considered weak.
Why a privileged user from the service desk or user administration department will give a password to a
“wrong” user:






No authentication process is defined by management.
A weak authentication process is easy to bypass.
The privileged user is busy (it’s Monday morning) and hopes for the best.
The user on the phone charms or threatens the privileged user.
The privileged user is corrupt / criminal.

It happens! IDC cites other research from 2016 stating that 63% of data breaches are caused by some
sort of password issue.
IDC suggests using self-service of passwords as the way to become compliant in the password process.
No matter how good the self-service solution is, some users will need assistance. When there is an
assisted process, it has to be secure and compliant. This is a huge challenge.
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IDC proposes a model where:
 At least two persons are involved (a supporter and a voucher).
 The supporter’s privileges to do password resets on their own are removed.
 Users are allowed to get a key from the 2-person process enrolling them in self-service, so they
make the new password themselves.
As this is a much more expensive process than is standard today, for many companies it will be
necessary to move more than 80% of the calls to self-service, which means that the cost of the manual
process becomes manageable.
You can get a copy of the IDC Technology Spotlight on the FastPassCorp website.

An important part of all compliance is that management can document that the processes are followed.
This requires detailed monitoring, which can be the natural by-product of the IT system controlling the
process. In a manual process, it is very difficult to obtain trustworthy documentation.
With FastPass Compliance Manager and “Best Practices,” companies can become compliant and prevent
the serious risks associated with the misuse of passwords.
Conclusion: Self-service of passwords is compliant in itself, but the residual assisted calls must be made
compliant too.
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Processes and implementation
When the decision to implement password self-service has been made, the fundamental question is
how to help the project owner achieve their business case? The main objective for such projects must
be the success rate: the share of self-service vs. the total number of incidents. The target could, for
example, be 85% self-service within the first 6 months.
Many will consider this an easy target, but the Service Desk Institute (SDI) found that this is far from the
case:

SDI Market research
Success with password self-service
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
Unacceptable

Poor

Average

Fair

Good

Success is defined as reaching the business case’s target. A rate of 56% is poor or unacceptable, which
proves how difficult it is to implement self-service of passwords.
The SDI survey identified the following inhibitors to success:
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Inhibitors
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To get a copy of the Service Desk Institute report, please visit www.fastpasscorp.com
To reach 80-90% success or more, the solution must support the processes involved in self-service of
passwords. Together with large companies, we have identified 6 steps to success as our “Best Practices”
recommendation:

Success depends on the realization that users are involved, and password projects are not just a
technical button!
The special conditions with password self-service are:
 Users use it only 1-4 times per year.
 Their device is most often locked.
These special conditions make implementation and operation different from most other IT projects.
However, we have found that our “Best Practices” guide helps customer reach high adoption rates. The
typical differentiators between the leading solutions are the answers to the SDI-identified inhibitors.

Motivation
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We want users to change their habit of calling the service desk. The traditional thinking is to inform the
users of benefits to them personally. Another important aspect is, however, to be honest about the
expected results for the company: Higher productivity and improved security regarding passwords.
Users
Users will notice service improvements:
 Available 24 hours ,7 days a week
 Shorter queue time
 No feeling foolish when calling the service desk!
Modern users of smart devices (BYOD) can even add new services, improving their experience with
passwords:



E-mail with password expiration notification
Portal for standard password change

If you are at a remote location, you will not get the Windows password expiration notifications delivered
to you when you log in. When you come in from an external net, like the BYOD users, you will very often
experience a locked password if you have forgotten to change it previously. You will notice a clear
improvement when FastPass sends a password expiration notification. In the notification mail, you can
click on the FastPass portal and directly change the password. This solves another issue: “Where is ctrlalt-del” on my tablet and smartphone?
It is up to all organizations to prepare users in accordance with normal communication policies for
company news.
Multiple passwords
For companies with multiple passwords, we have avoided an important pitfall. From a technical point of
view, the preferred implementation might only be for the most popular password like Windows/AD. If
users have other passwords, like SAP passwords, there is a high risk that motivation decreases, as they
might think that it is the SAP password they forget – so why bother with the new system? Furthermore,
when users are in a forgotten password situation, they might not remember what passwords are in the
self-service, and then they might just as well call the service desk right away.
Our recommendation is to start the project with passwords that cover more than 90% of the password
reset calls to the service desk.
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Different passwords for different applications and security levels

Organizations like the National Institute for Standard and Technology (see FIPS PUB 199) recommend
data resources to be categorised as low impact, moderate impact or high impact, and that users should
not have an identical password for all the different categories. This means that there are situations
where single sign-on and password synchronization can’t be used.
The consequence for Password Management in the multiple passwords situation is that the user must
be able to reset different passwords for different applications. When a user has the tool to reset
forgotten passwords, then the cost of multiple passwords—the result of a large number of resets—will
be very limited. This makes it realistic to combine the demands from IT security with the productivity
and cost demands from the Service Desk.
FastPass Enterprise allows administrators to choose between password synchronization and selective
password reset (reset on each individual system).
For various reasons, companies cannot always use synchronization:
 Security concerns: Highly sensitive systems require their own passwords.
 Technical reasons: Some applications might only accept a simple password policy—7 uppercase
characters, for example—which is unacceptable for other systems.
 Implementation: Some customers will not accept installation of interceptors on domain
controllers (required for synchronization).
In this situation, selective password reset is necessary to achieve a high success rate. Selective password
reset means that a user SELECTS what password they want to reset/unlock.
This is illustrated below with a user having selective password reset for Windows and SAP passwords:
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Enrollment
All password self-service solutions must rely on an alternative method to authenticate, now that the
user has forgotten their password. The alternative authentication must be known only to the user and
the IT solution. This means that practically all valid authentication methods need the user to enrol.
Even recognized solutions don’t always have a systematic approach to enrollment. The IT department is
expected to handle this by sending e-mails to the users. We know, however, that only 10–40% of users
react positively to the first invitation. Getting the remaining 60–90% to enrol will require a continued
manual effort from the IT department.
Large companies often allow external access for BYOD users and external partners like consultants,
customers and vendors to the network, creating the need for different processes for different user
groups.
FastPass offers two methods which can be combined:


Forced enrollment is activated when a non-enrolled user logs in to Windows. This will work only
for domain users on the domain.



For external users (like external consultants and BYOD users with external access to the
network), the only useful process is a mail process which automatically invites and reminds the
users until they enrol.

For domain users, the company (with the support of senior management) can combine both methods to
achieve 100% enrollment quickly, courteously, and efficiently.
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Accessibility
Users must be able to do self-service from the device they have or prefer to use. Large companies will
often have different types of users coming from different types of places with different devices.
At a minimum, a solution must be able to support the following internal use:
 Access from a PC Windows log-in screen (requires a PC client)
 Access from a web browser
 Access from smart mobile devices
Large companies will also require external access, basically identical to the internal use. With FastPass, it
is easy for the customer to introduce the following additions:
 Access through DMZ (with access to the same back-end server as the internal use)
 Require 2-factor authentication from users when needed
 Reset of password PC-cache for remote PCs!
In particular, the reset of the PC-cache password for users on remote networks like home or a
customer’s site is particularly valuable. The value is equal to the time wasted for the user until they get
back to their domain and get the password reset for the PC. For one who is travelling, this might be
days.
Many large companies have installed end-point encryption for the PCs. When a user forgets their key to
the end-point encryption, assistance often takes 30–45 minutes before the problem is solved and the
user can continue—all the while being supported by the service desk.

Authentication
The most common method for authentication in self-service is challenge questions. The problem is that
20–40% of users can’t remember the answers to the questions from a standard list. To achieve a 90%
success rate requires the introduction of other methods.
With FastPass, the user can make their own questions in addition to the standard suggestions. Users
tend to remember the answers to their own questions better!
It is even easier for users if they don’t have to remember anything. Using a token like a mobile phone or
a private email where FastPass can send a PIN code means there is nothing to remember. Not all users,
however, will be able to use a mobile phone in all cases:




They will not use their private phone for business!
The mobile phone is not available, out of power, or out of network reach.
The user has a new phone number that hasn’t been registered.
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The point is that we cannot know in advance what method is the best one for each user. That’s why the
user must be able to choose freely from the authentication methods available at the point of
authentication. It cannot be decided by the administrator and not even by the user at enrollment.
FastPass offers the user free choice of authentication at the reset situation.
SDI identified that 22% of organizations have problems with the authentication process.
It is considered best practice for external access that 2-factor authentication is required. The correct
process is for domain users only to be asked for single-factor authentication, whereas users from an
external net are automatically asked for 2-factor authentication. In the same way, special groups with
access to very sensitive applications, like finance people and development teams, might be asked for 2factor authentication.
With FastPass, additional authentication methods are available such as code-card and AD-passwords for
authentication to other systems.

Assistance
No matter how well a solution is designed or implemented, now and then users will get into situations
where the only course of action is to call the service desk. Here, the user will ask for a new password. If
the service desk gives out a new password, the user will call again next time! In this way the success rate
will deteriorate over time, as users drop out and the security and governance compliance is breached.
The SDI survey indicates that 38% of organizations say that users prefer the service desk.
To avoid the drop out, FastPass’s HelpDesk Client helps the service desk to authenticate the user before
giving the user a PIN code to re-enroll. Then when the user has enrolled, they can immediately reset
their password through self-service and now will probably be able to serve themselves next time.
The HelpDesk Client has a number of other features assisting the service desk assistants.

Compliance
Compliance is becoming increasingly important, driven by the EU’s new General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) act. This means high and direct costs related to data breaches. Studies have proven
that weak passwords or password processes are responsible for the majority of data breaches.
When a second person like a service desk assistant or a user administrator can make a new password,
we have an area of concern. With a FastPass self-service solution with 80–90% success, then we have
taken the second person out and thereby can meet all compliance requirements.
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However, we will still have 10–20% of calls that have to be handled by the “second person” on the
service desk or in the user administration office.
When you use the FastPass Compliance Manager, the service desk/user administration department
doesn’t need privileged rights to do a password reset at Active Directory. They can leave it to FastPass to
do the resets, and let the users control the process.
Instead, the customer can make a secure process for the issuance of the HelpDesk PIN code to the users.
Each individual company can develop their own process, but it can easily be configured to make a 2person authentication check. In addition, monitoring can easily be established to make sure that the
process is adhered to.
Furthermore, users should be notified whenever someone “touches” their FastPass account, making it
possible for them to react immediately.
IDC has published a Technology Spotlight with focus on password processes and GDPR. It is available
from www.fastpasscorp.com

Prerequisites for a compliant password reset process:
 A high percentage of self-service
 Lock down AD password reset rights for service desk users
 A secure process for the issuance of enrollment PIN codes
 Control and monitoring of the process
 Notification for users of all transactions on their FastPass account with FastPass’s built-in
notification services.
Making the process secure means it will take longer than usual. This will soon become known in the
organization, and users will try harder to be successful with self-service.
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When all password reset transactions are performed in the FastPass self-service, you must demand the
highest degree of security for the application.
FastPass is regularly certified by external certification bodies to give security to customers. The
certification today states that FastPass is web application secure to operate according to the following
standards:

Complexity
Complexity is a characteristic of large organizations. They have many different types of users and
different types of technology. They often buy new companies and have to live with different types of
systems for some time until the new acquisitions are integrated.
This means that a solution must be flexible enough to adapt to many different requirements within the
same organization and system. Different user groups need different processes and different roles. You
might for example want to have an enrollment process for the USA but another process for Mexico,
which, of course, will have to be in Spanish.
Many large organizations will also want to configure systems with high availability and load balancing
and internal/external access.
Customers have the choice of on-premise or Cloud solutions. This will even have a financial effect as
Cloud solutions are paid as a service and not as a product.
FastPass is designed to allow the customer to configure roles and processes to fit to the requirement for
each user group or groups, and decide on the deployment model best fitted to financial considerations
and IT strategy.

Technical implementation
Large organizations realize that all projects including end-users will require a detailed project plan and
competent execution.
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The solution needs to be easily configured, and the technology and the end-user processes defined.
Through the FastPass Administration Client all the configuration, customization and setup can be done,
limiting the programming or scripting of the customer solution. This is combined with clear video
descriptions and documents describing the technical set-up as well as the project organization and 5steps to success description.
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Managed Service Providers and Cloud Providers
Many large companies outsource their IT operations to MSPs. This means that the MSPs decide what
tools to use for operational effectiveness. If an MSP has the option of using a multi-tenant or individual
customer solution, then the multi-tenant solution gives much higher internal productivity because the
MSP only has to install once and to operate one system instead of a system per customer.
In addition to outsourcing, many companies today are looking for Cloud solutions for dedicated
applications. One application where we see a demand is password self-service. This means that Cloud
providers also are looking for multi-tenant password self-service solutions.
FastPass is from the early product design being developed as a multi-tenant application. It is the
ultimate multi-tenant, as each tenant (customer) can be configured individually as if the customer had
their own on-site FastPass version running.
FastPass: Multi-tenant and Cloud version available

When it comes to the HelpDesk Client, international MSPs have a special requirement in addition to
normal customers’ requirements. The MSPs might have to share the customer service regarding
passwords across different service desks spanning the world, and might even have to include the
customer’s own service desk. With the FastPass HelpDesk Client for MSPs, privileged rights for password
reset can be distributed across multiple service desks to accommodate large customers’ complex
demands.
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IMPLEMENTATION
Stakeholders
In addition to affecting users, a password management system may affect corporate security, network
operating systems, managed servers, SMS gateways, call tracking systems, email, and much more.
It is important to get buy-in from every stakeholder early in the project. Failure to gain their early
agreement will result in project delays and may put successful project completion at risk.
An empowered project sponsor is essential to get buy-in from a diverse group of stakeholders. Because
of the large number of project participants, it is almost inevitable that someone will be reluctant to
cooperate, assist or approve projected-related changes. A high-profile project sponsor will reduce the
project risk due to such minor disagreements.
The following stakeholders should be involved in the project and made aware of the project’s objectives
as early as possible. In smaller organizations or projects, the same person will handle multiple roles.

Roles

Responsibility in the project

Project sponsor

Provide mandate and budget for the project. Ensure cooperation
from other stakeholders.
Ensure that the project is managed effectively.
Prepare the Service Desk for new password processes.
Plan how to benefit from reduced workload.
Plan, implement, and maintain all FastPass related processes
(enrollment, challenge questions, notifications, etc).
Install as many components of the password management system as
possible and manage the system when in production.
Review, document and approve any changes that impact corporate
security, including new login IDs, server configuration and location,
password policies, non-password authentication rules, security
incident response, and approved access channels (web, SKA, IVR,
etc).
Specify integration with the help desk call tracking system, both at
the business requirements and at the field/value level of detail if
integration is wanted.
Validate integration process with each managed system, create
administrative credentials for use by the system and assist with
software installation if needed and testing of password
management on that system.

Project manager
Service desk manager
FastPass administrator
Software installer /
administrator
Compliance manager/
IT security officer

Owner (or system
administrator) of the help
desk call tracking system
Owner (or administrator) of
every system where
passwords will be managed
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Owner of the corporate
Intranet
Representative, network
infrastructure
Representative, desktop
deployment

Provide user interface standards, possibly implement GUI
localization, and validate compliance with Intranet standards.
Manage production server installation, connectivity, backup
services, server health monitoring, and load balancing.
Evaluate the impact on desktops and implement distribution of MSI
file.

We see the best results when FastPass is implemented and used in two steps:
 The Project
 The Process

Project management of FastPass implementation
The project management task is what it is always about—implementing the new system in time and
within budget.
Reaching the objectives of the project is as important. The objectives can be formulated this way:
 85% of all users in UK must be enrolled within 2 months
 Share of passwords reset by users > 90% 6–12 months from implementation
 90% user enrollment within 2 months
 All invited within 3 months from decision

Overview of business objectives

The table below lists some typical objectives we have seen in customer projects:

End-user improvements

Present situation

Future plan

Each user has to manage 5
different passwords on average.

With password synchronization,
users will only have to manage
1 password.

Only some passwords expire
and they do so based on
individual schedules.
Different systems enforce
different password policy rules.

Synchronized passwords will
only be changed /reset once
and will follow the AD password
policy.
A new common password policy
will be applied to all systems.

Password reset including
queue-time to the service desk
takes up to 20 minutes.

All password resets being done
in less than 2 minutes by selfservice.
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Service desk cost

Security /quality of
authentication

Forgotten end-point encryption
password takes 40 minutes to
resolve, including queue time.
Travelling users forget their
passwords when they are
outside the domain. The service
desk cannot help them, and the
value of the travel can be
dramatically reduced.

Forgotten end-point encryption
password takes 10 minutes to
resolve with FastPass.
FastPass remote solution will
allow the user to reset
passwords for the PC even
when outside the domain, and
they will get access to
information on the PC.

30% of total call volume to
service desk is due to
login/password problems,
which accounts for 22% of total
service desk calls.

Password synchronization and
self-service reset will reduce the
problem-rate by at least 90%,
and free 20% of present cost
base.

A password call takes 10
minutes to resolve
(authenticate caller, create
ticket, login to administration
tool, reset password, close
ticket).

Password problem resolution
will be streamlined with a single
web interface and be reduced
to 2 minutes/call for the
remaining calls (max. 10% of
present level).

Forgotten end-point encryption
password takes 30 minutes to
resolve.

Forgotten end-point encryption
password is solved by the enduser.

Users have too many passwords
and record them in writing.

Synchronization will eliminate
the main user motivation for
writing down passwords.
Ease of self-service password
reset will also eliminate the
need for sticky stickers.
FastPass Password Manager will
enforce a single, global, strong
password policy.
Most users will use self-service,
with strong authentication builtin. Password Manager will also
enable a new authentication
process that requires service
desk analysts to enter user

Each system has a different—
and possibly inadequate—
password policy engine.
Users who call the help desk for
assistance with passwords may
not be properly authenticated.
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Password resets are not
properly logged on all systems.

responses to profile questions
before they can reset a user’s
password.
Password Manager will record
who made each password reset,
on which system, for which
user.
All available in the FastPass log.

Project activities for large organizations
The following project plan is recommended for projects in large organizations. For smaller projects,
some of the activities will be unnecessary and most activities can be done with reduced effort. Every
customer can use this model to review and consider the content of his project, and then plan
accordingly.
We suggest the following activities as the pillars of a project for large organizations:
Kick-off planning meeting for the project: 1 day
• Introduction to FastPass
• Introduction to the choice of basic technical values
• User profiles and user processes
• Service desk involvement in the future password-reset model
• Management reporting
After this meeting, the necessary servers and certificates can be ordered and installed in a test
environment. The different user processes will be discussed separately.
Implementation workshop: 2 days (held once the necessary infrastructure is installed)
• Technical installation and testing of FastPass (including training of technical staff)
 Server side
 Workstation
• Follow-up activities from the kick-off meeting
• Set user choice and test
• Train key people
• Initiate pilot tests
The evaluation and management plan workshop: 1 day (held as soon as the pilot test is completed)
• Follow-up activities from the pilot test
• Plan for deployment
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• Plan for distribution of client MSI file

Draft project plan

The above activities can be organized into each customer’s preferred project model. Below is a draft
project plan structure based on PRINCE2 Work Packages:

1. Analysis and preparation
a. Kick-off planning meeting
b. Analysis of infrastructure: DMZ, SMS, PIN, DNS, SSL, user challenge questions, AD user groups, other
platforms (SAP, iSeries, a.o.)
c. Assessment and decision of FastPass operating model (local or Service Provider model)
d. User texts and enrollment emails
e. Potential modifications to the layout to be defined
f. Security assessment

2. Technical setup
a. Setting up the Server and Security Certificates
b. Implementation Workshop
c. Basic FastPass configuration
d. Deploy Gina-extension and Credential Providers for representative PC Workstations
e. Changes to the layout implementation

3. Pilot project
a. Test with 20–50 users over one week
b. The evaluation and management plan workshop

4. Preparation of the service desk staff
a. Decide changes to current processes
b. Integration with Service Management tool
c. Educate relevant staff in the Service Desk on new password processes

5. Preparation and deployment of the first production group
a. Initiate the first invitation round (1000–5000 users)
b. Deploy PC client for users
c. Evaluation and contingency planning

6. Evaluation and transfer to operations department
a. Documentation and responsibility to the operating organization
b. Final project evaluation report prepared
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Overview of responsibilities for the project team

Department

Phase

Security, Infrastructure, Analysis
AD, Project

Activity

Time /
Date

Select the overall technical structure (service provider,
central or decentral FastPass installations?)
Security question:



Number of questions
Text

Evaluation and selection of encryption methods and
user data
Choice of safety certificates and Firewall Setup
Use of SMS Pin code for strong authentication?
How to register phone numbers?
Infrastructure

Analysis

Virtual server configuration
IIS on the internal and DMZ planned
Overview of PC client profiles and assessment
Ordering SSL Certificates

Infrastructure

Test

Create virtual server, install the certificate, create test
users
Install and configure the FastPass server and client
component
Installing FastPass PC client on selected workstations

Infrastructure

Implementation Establish back-up routines
Rollout of workstation clients

FastPass Administration Analysis

Help text review
Layout
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Plan for the enrollment process for different user
groups
Intro mail for all users?
Define the test process
FastPass Administration Test

Select test groups and execute
Evaluate
Check log-filer/reports
Customize on the basis of experience in test

FastPass Administration Implementation Initiate phased rollout to the companies and the user
groups
Management

Analysis

Establish business and operational objectives
Determine needs and style of management reporting
Review of reporting options from the central HelpDesk
Management tool
Defining the overall project plan

Management

Test

Review test reports

Management

Implementation Follow up on deployment and management reports

HelpDesk Management Analysis

How to integrate FastPass into the existing procedures
in the service desk
Plan for introduction to the staff in the service desk
What authentication must be used for manual
authentication?

HelpDesk Management Test

Selected staff involved in test and the changed
procedures
Ensure that all processes that involve user
administration are tested
Evaluate

HelpDesk Management Implementation Instruction of all concerned
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Follow up on initial experiences

Operational management of FastPass
When FastPass has been implemented, responsibility for the results of FastPass must be passed on to an
operational manager. Typically, the responsibility is given to the IT operations manager or service desk
manager.
Best practice will include following the key performance indicators as decided in the business case, and
evaluate on the findings:
 How many calls for password reset are received by the service desk?
 How many users are enrolled?
 Who on the service desk renders PIN codes for enrollment and who renders passwords for
system log-in?
The review of the key performance indicators will tell the operations manager if the company is
achieving the objectives and, if not, where the issues are.
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Conclusion
Self-service of password projects can be very valuable. Significant improvements in availability for users
and compliance of password processes carries a very high value for most large companies. The project
cost and operational cost will be offset by the productivity gain on the service desk.
Statistics from the Service Desk Institute prove, however, that few companies are successful with selfservice of passwords. FastPassCorp and its customers have proved that achieving a 70–90% conversion
rate of password calls is possible when following a clear Best Practices process.
As part of the project, full compliance for the password reset process can be achieved.
Customers have the choice of on-premise solution or Cloud solution, depending on IT strategy.
Contact FastPassCorp or one of our partners to discuss your way to self-service of passwords and full
compliance.

More information:
www.fastpasscorp.com
Contact
info@fastpasscorp.com
CEO Finn Jensen +45 2481 1279 ; fj@fastpasscorp.com

FastPassCorp A/S is a public company registered with NASDAQ/Copenhagen/FirstNorth since 2007.
Distribution and implementation is done through strong and professional local partners.
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